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Abstract. Starting from Presˇic´’s fixed point theorem, established in [Presˇic´, Slavisˇa B. Sur une
classe d’ine´quations aux diffe´rences finies et sur la convergence de certaines suites. (French)
Publ. Inst. Math. (Beograd) (N.S.) 5 (19) 1965 75–78] on the one hand, and Maia’s fixed point
theorem obtained in [Maia, Maria Grazia. Un’osservazione sulle contrazioni metriche. (Italian)
Rend. Sem. Mat. Univ. Padova 40 1968 139–143] on the other hand, two different extensions of
Banach fixed point theorem are extended, generalised and unified.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
In 1965, S. Presˇic´ [4] extended the famous Banach contraction principle [1] to
the case of product spaces and obtained convergence results for some particular
sequences. Presˇic´ type operators have applications in solving nonlinear difference
equations, cyclic systems and in the study of convergence of sequences. Presˇic´’s
result may be stated as follows:
Theorem 1 ([5]). Let .X;d/ be a complete metric space, k a positve integer and




˛i D ˛ < 1 such that:
d
 




for all x0; : : : ;xk 2X:
Then:
1/ f has a unique fixed point xI
2/ the sequence fyngn0;
c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ynC1 D f .yn;yn; : : : ;yn/;n 0;
converges to xI
3/ the sequence fxngn0 with x0; : : : ;xk 1 2X and
xn D f .xn k;xn kC1; : : : ;xn 1/;n k;
also converges to x; with a rate estimated by
d.xnC1;x/ ˛d.xn;x/CM n;n 0;
where M > 0 is constant.
The following result was given by M. G. Maia in 1968 and is also a generaliza-
tion of Banach contraction mapping principle for sets endowed with two comparable
metrics.
Theorem 2 ([8], [3]). Let X be a nonempty set, d and  two metrics on X and
f WX !X an operator. We suppose that:
(i) d.x;y/ .x;y/ for all x;y 2X I
(ii) .X;d/ is a complete metric space;
(iii) f W .X;d/! .X;d/ is continuous;
(iv) f W .X;/! .X;/ is an ˛-contraction.
Then:
(a) Ff D fxgI
(b) f n.x/
d ! x as n!1; for all x 2X I
(c) f n.x/
 ! x as n!1; for all x 2X I
(d) .x;x/ 1
1 ˛.x;f .x//; for each x 2X:
Remark 1. Particular cases:
1. From Maia’s fixed point theorem when d  , we get Banach’s fixed point the-
orem.
2. From Presˇic´’s fixed point theorem when k D 1, we get Banach’s fixed point the-
orem.
3. A Presˇic´-Maia type fixed point theorem has been obtained by Shukla, S. and
Radenovic´, S. in [9].
Presˇic´’s fixed point theorem has been extended by Pa˘curar to the case when the
Banach type contraction condition .1:1/ is replaced by a Presˇic´-Kannan type con-
traction.
Theorem 3 ([5],[2]). Let .X;d/ be a complete metric space, k a positive integer,
a 2 R a constant such that 0  a  k  .kC 1/ < 1 and f W Xk ! X an operator
satisfying the following condition:
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d
 
f .x0;x1; : : : ;xk 1/;f .x1;x2; : : : ;xk/

 a d.x0;f .x0; : : : ;x0//Ca d.x1;f .x1; : : : ;x1//C C
Ca d.xk;f .xk; : : : ;xk//; (1.2)
for any x0;x1; : : : ;xk 2X .
Then:
1/ f has a unique fixed point xI
2/ the sequence fyngn0;
ynC1 D f .yn;yn; : : : ;yn/;n 0;
converges to xI
3/ the sequence fxngn0 with x0; : : : ;xk 1 2X and
xn D f .xn k;xn kC1; : : : ;xn 1/;n k;
also converges to x; with a rate estimated by
d.xnC1;x/ C n;n 0;
where C is a positive constant.
Starting from these results, the aim of this paper is to extend Theorem 3 to the case
of a set endowed with two comparable metrics.
We shall need in our proof the following lemma given by S. Presˇic´ in [4].
Lemma 1. Let k 2N;k ¤ 0 and ˛1;˛2; : : : ;˛k 2 RC such that
kP
iD1
˛i D ˛ < 1: If
fngn1 is a sequence of positive numbers satisfying
nCk  ˛1nC˛2nC1C C˛knCk 1;n 1; (1.3)
then there exist L> 0 and  2 .0;1/ such that
n  L n; for al l n 1: (1.4)
Remark 2. The following consideration shall simplify our approach in this proof
[7].
For any operator f W Xk ! X , k a positive integer, we can define its associate
operator F WX !X by
F.x/D f .x; : : : ;x/; x 2X:
Obviously, x 2 X is a fixed point of f W Xk ! X if and only if it is a fixed point of
its associate operator F . This enables the study of f by means of the operator F .
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2. THE MAIN RESULT
Theorem 4 (Maia fixed point theorem for Presˇic´-Kannan operators). Let X be a
nonempty set, d and  two metrics on X and k a positive integer, a 2 R a constant




f .x0;x1; : : : ;xk 1/;f .x1;x2; : : : ;xk/

 a .x0;f .x0; : : : ;x0//Ca .x1;f .x1; : : : ;x1//C
C Ca .xk;f .xk; : : : ;xk//; (2.1)
for any x0;x1; : : : ;xk 2X .
We suppose that:
.i/ d.x;y/ .x;y/ for all x;y 2X I
.i i/ .X;d/ is a complete metric space;
.i i i/ f W .Xk;d /! .X;d/ is continuous;
Then:
.a/ f has a unique fixed point x, Ff D x;f .x;x; : : : ;x/D xI
.b/ the sequence fxngn0 with x0; : : : ;xk 1 2X and
xnC1 D f .xn;xn 1; : : : ;xn kC1/;n k 1;
converges to x with respect to d ;
.c/ the sequence fyngn0;
ynC1 D f .yn;yn; : : : ;yn/;n 0;
converges to x with respect to I
.d/ the following estimate holds
.xnC1;x/ C n;n 0; (2.2)
where C is a positive constant.
Proof. .c/: From fyngn0, ynC1 D f .yn;yn; : : : ;yn/; n  0 and considering the




D  f .x;x; : : : ;x/;f .y;y; : : : ;y/
  f .x;x; : : : ;x/;f .x;x; : : : ;y/C
C f .x;x; : : : ;y/;f .x; : : : ;x;y;y/C
C C
C f .x;y; : : : ;y/;f .y;y; : : : ;y/:




 a  k  .kC1/
2
  x;F.x/C y;F.y/
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for any x;y 2X . As a was assumed to satisfy 0 a k  .kC1/ < 1; it follows that






so F is a Kannan operator.
According to Kannan’s theorem [2], there exists a unique x 2X such that
F.x/ D x, namely that x D f .x;x; : : : ;x/ and this can be obtained as limit
of the sequence of successive approximations of F , which is exactly the sequence
fyngn0, defined by ynC1 D f .yn;yn; : : : ;yn/; n 0, so
lim
n!1F.yn/D x
; F .yn/ converges to x D f .x;x; : : : ;x/ in .X;/
and
ynC1 D f .yn;yn; : : : ;yn/ converges to x D f .x;x; : : : ;x/:
.a/; .b/ W Let fxngn0, xnC1 D f .xn;xn 1; : : : ;xn kC1/;n k 1.
For n 0 we have:
.xnC1;x/D 
 
f .xn;xn 1; : : : ;xn kC1/;f .x;x; : : : ;x/

  f .xn;xn 1; : : : ;xn kC1/;f .xn 1; : : : ;xn kC1;x/C
C f .xn 1; : : : ;xn kC1;x/;f .xn 2; : : : ;xn kC1;x;x/C
C C
C f .xn kC1;x; : : : ;x/;f .x;x; : : : ;x/:
Let F WX!X , F.x/D f .x;x; : : : ;x/;x 2X and using the condition (1.2) in the








Ca   xn 1;F .xn 1/C C xn kC1;F .xn kC1/C
C x;F .x/C x;F .x/C
C C




D 0, this implies:
.xnC1;x/ a 

1  xn;F .xn/C2  xn 1;F .xn 1/C
 Ck  xn kC1;F .xn kC1/ (2.3)
For each j 2N the following holds:

 
xj ;F .xj /










a   x;f .x;x; : : : ;x/C C x;f .x;x; : : : ;x/„ ƒ‚ …
k times
C
C xj ;f .xj ;xj ; : : : ;xj /C
Ca   x;f .x;x; : : : ;x/C C x;f .x;x; : : : ;x/„ ƒ‚ …
k 1 times
C




Ca   x;f .x;x; : : : ;x/C







 a  x;f .x;x; : : : ;x/  kC .k 1/C C1C





 a  k  .kC1/
2
  x;f .x;x; : : : ;x/C

 







 a  k  .kC1/
2





D  F.x/;F .xj /
 a  k  .kC1/
2
  x;F .x/C xj ;F .xj /D
D a  k  .kC1/
2




xj ;F .xj /
 .xj ;x/Ca  k  .kC1/
2
  xj ;F .xj /:









Using (2.6) in inequality (2.3) we obtain
.xnC1;x/









n D .xn;x/;n 0
˛i D i a
1 A; i D 1;k;
the inequality (2) becomes
nC1  ˛1 nC˛2 n 1C C˛k n kC1; n k: (2.8)




















0 < a k  .kC1/ < 1
0 <













1 A < 1 :
Now the conditions required in Lemma .1:1/ are fulfilled. Consequently there
exist L 0 and  2 .0;1/ such that n  L n; n 1, namely such that
.xn;x
/ L n; n 1: (2.9)






n 1C C k a
1 A L 
n kC1 
 n  a L
1 A  .1C2 
 1C Ck 1 k/D




i 1 i ; L 0;  > 0:
This inequality shall lead to estimate .d/, where:




i 1 i > 0
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.xnC1;x/ C n; n 0 : (2.10)
It follows immediately that .xnC1;x/! 0 as n!1, so the sequence fxngn0
converges to x in .X;/, and x is the unique fixed point of the operator f .
For n 0, from .i/ and (2.10) we obtain
d.xnC1;x/ .xnC1;x/ < ":
Since  2 .0;1/, it follows that fxngn0 is a Cauchy sequence in .X;d/, which in
the complete metric space .X;d/ is also convergent.








n!1f .xn;xn 1; : : : ;xn kC1/D f .x
;x; : : : ;x/ in .X;d/
and fxngn0 converges to x in .X;d/ and Ff D x, x D f .x;x; : : : ;x/:

Remark 3. We have the following important particular cases of Theorem 4:
1. If k D 1, by Theorem 4 we get a Maia fixed point theorem corresponding to Kan-
nan contraction condition. Kannan fixed point theorem is obtained in the particular
case when d D . Note that the original Maia’s fixed point theorem is established for
the case of Banach’s contraction condition.
2. If d D , by Theorem 4 we get Pa˘curar’s fixed point theorem [6].






;.x;y/ 2 Œ0;1;x  y;
0; otherwise :
(2.11)
Then f is a Presˇic´-Kannan contraction.
Proof. In the first part of the proof we will show that f is a Presˇic´-Kannan oper-
ator. In this particular case condition (2.1) becomes:
.f .x0;x1/;f .x1;x2// a .x0;f .x0;x0//C
Ca .x1;f .x1;x1//Ca .x2;f .x2;x2//;
with x0 > x1 > x2.
If k D 2 then 0 a < 1
6
.
For x0 D 1;x1 D x2 D 0
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 a .1;f .1;1//Ca .0;f .0;0//Ca .0;f .0;0//D
D a  Œ.1; 1
3











The conclusion is that f given by .2:11/ is a Presˇic´-Kannan operator, that is, it








Let fxngn0, xnC2 D fxnC1;xng;n 0. For any x;y 2X we have:
.xnC2;x/ C n;n 0; (2.12)
where
C D a L




It follows immediately that .xnC2;x/ ! 0 when n ! 1, so the sequence
fxngn0 converges to x in .X;/, and x D f .x;x/ is the unique fixed point
of the operator f .
d.xnC2;x/ .xnC2;x/ < 
.
Since  2 .0;1/, it follows that fxngn0 is a Cauchy sequence in .X;d/, which in
the complete metric space .X;d/ is also convergent.






n!1f .xnC1;xn/D f .x
;x/ in .X;d/
and fxngn0 converges to x in .X;d/ and Ff D x, x D f .x;x/:
From fyngn0, ynC2 D f .yn;yn/; n  0 and considering the associate operator




 3 a   x;F.x/C y;F.y/
for any x;y 2X . As a was assumed to satisfy 0 a k  .kC1/ < 1; it follows that
0 3 a < 1
2
;
so F is a Kannan operator and due to Kannan’s theorem, there exist a unique fixed
point x 2X such that F.x/D x, so fyngn0 converges to x D f .x;x/.

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The following theorem is an extension of Theorem 4 to the case of metric spaces
endowed with a partial order.
Theorem 5. LetX be a nonempty set equipped with partial order , d and  two
metrics onX and k a positive integer, a 2R a constant such that 0 a k .kC1/ < 1
and f WXk!X an operator satisfying the following condition:

 
f .x0;x1; : : : ;xk 1/;f .x1;x2; : : : ;xk/

 a .x0;f .x0; : : : ;x0//Ca .x1;f .x1; : : : ;x1//C
C Ca .xk;f .xk; : : : ;xk//; (2.13)
for any x0;x1; : : : ;xk 2X with x0  x1      xk :
We suppose that:
.i/ d.x;y/ .x;y/ for all x;y 2X with x  yI
.i i/ .X;d/ is a complete metric space;
.i i i/ f W .Xk;d /! .X;d/ is continuous and nondecreasing with respect to ” ”;
Then:
.a/ f has a unique fixed point x, Ff D x;f .x;x; : : : ;x/D xI
.b/ the sequence fxngn0 with x0; : : : ;xk 1 2X and
xnC1 D f .xn;xn 1; : : : ;xn kC1/;n k 1;
converges to x;
.c/ the sequence fyngn0;
ynC1 D f .yn;yn; : : : ;yn/D F.yn/;
for all n 0, y0 2X such that y0  x, converges to x as well;
.d/ the following estimate holds
.xnC1;x/ C n;n 0; (2.14)
where C is a positive constant and  2 .0;1/:
Proof of this theorem follows from a similar process as used in the proof of the-
orem 4.
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